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Ground Zero by Alan Gratz
Summary:
In time for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11, master storyteller Alan Gratz
delivers a pulse-pounding and unforgettable take on history and hope,
revenge and fear -- and the stunning links between the past and present.
September 11, 2001, New York City: Brandon is visiting his dad at work, on
the 107th floor of the World Trade Center. Out of nowhere, an airplane slams
into the tower, creating a fiery nightmare of terror and confusion. And
Brandon is in the middle of it all. Can he survive -- and escape?
September 11, 2019, Afghanistan: Reshmina has grown up in the shadow of
war, but she dreams of peace and progress. When a battle erupts in her
village, Reshmina stumbles upon a wounded American soldier named Taz.
Should she help Taz -- and put herself and her family in mortal danger?
Two kids. One devastating day. Nothing will ever be the same.

eleven by Tom Rogers
Alex Douglas always wanted to be a hero. But nothing heroic ever
happened to Alex. Nothing, that is, until his eleventh birthday. When
Alex rescues a stray dog as a birthday gift to himself, he doesn't think his life
can get much better. Radar, his new dog, pretty much feels the same way.
But this day has bigger things in store for both of them. This is a story about
bullies and heroes. About tragedy and hope. About enemies with two legs
and friends with four, and pesky little sisters and cranky old men, and an
unexpected lesson in kindness delivered with a slice of pizza. This is eleven
the journey of a boy turning eleven on 9/11.
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Towers Falling by Jewel Parker Rhodes
From award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes comes a powerful novel
set fifteen years after the 9/11 attacks.
When her fifth-grade teacher hints that a series of lessons about home and
community will culminate with one big answer about two tall towers once
visible outside their classroom window, D ja can't help but feel confused. She
sets off on a journey of discovery, with new friends Ben and Sabeen by her
side. But just as she gets closer to answering big questions about who she
is, what America means, and how communities can grow (and heal), she
uncovers new questions, too. Like, why does Pop get so angry when she
brings up anything about the towers?

Nine, Ten by Nora Raleigh Baskin
From the critically acclaimed author of Anything But Typical comes a
touching look at the days leading up to the tragic events of September 11,
2001, and how that day impacted the lives of four middle schoolers.
Ask anyone: September 11, 2001, was serene and lovely, a perfect day--until
a plane struck the World Trade Center.
But right now, it is a few days earlier, and four kids in different parts of the
country are going about their lives. Sergio, who lives in Brooklyn, is
struggling to come to terms with the absentee father he hates and the
grandmother he loves. Will's father is gone, too, killed in a car accident that
has left the family reeling. Naheed has never before felt uncomfortable about
being Muslim, but at her new school she's getting funny looks because of the
head scarf she wears. Aimee is starting a new school in a new city and
missing her mom, who has to fly to New York on business.
These four don't know one another, but their lives are about to intersect in
ways they never could have imagined. Award-winning author Nora Raleigh
Baskin weaves together their stories into an unforgettable novel about that
seemingly perfect September day--the day our world changed forever.
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The Red Bandanna (Young Readers Edition)
Adapted from the "New York Times" bestseller for adults the true story of an
unsung hero, whose actions on September 11th offer a lasting lesson about
character, calling, and courage

Escape from the Twin Towers (Ranger in Time Series) by Kate
Messner
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training,
travels to New York City on the morning of the 9/11 attacks.
COURAGE IN THE FACE OF DANGER: Ranger has never needed his
search-and-rescue training more than when he arrives at the World Trade
Center on September 11, 2001. There he meets Risha Scott and her friend
Max who have come to work with Risha's mother for a school project. But
when the unthinkable happens and the building is evacuated, Risha is
separated from her mom. Can Ranger lead Risha to safety and help reunite
her family?

I Survived the Attacks of Sept 11th, 2001 by Lauren Tarshis
When Lucas decides to skip school because he wants to discuss football
with a firefighter friend of his father, he finds himself caught up in the terrorist
attacks on New York City.
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10 True Tales: Heroes of 9/11 by Allan Zullo
Contains ten stories of the first-responders who risked their lives on
September 11, 2001.

Just a Drop of Water by Kelly O’Malley Cerra
"Jake and Sam are best friends, but after the attacks on September 11, their
friendship is in danger of crumbling as Sam and his family succumb to hatred
for being Muslim American"

America is Under Attack: September 11, 2001: The Day the Towers
Fell by Don Brown
On the ten-year anniversary of the September 11 tragedy, a straightforward
and sensitive book for a generation of readers too young to remember that
terrible day.
The events of September 11, 2001, changed the world forever. In the fourth
installment of the Actual Times series, Don Brown narrates the events of the
day in a way that is both accessible and understandable for young readers.
Straightforward and honest, this account moves chronologically through the
morning, from the terrorist plane hijackings to the crashes at the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon, and Pennsylvania, from the rescue operations at the
WTC site in New York City to the collapse of the buildings. Vivid watercolor
illustrations capture the emotion and pathos of the tragedy making this an
important book about an unforgettable day in American history.
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Yusuf Azeem is not a Hero by Saadia Faruqi
At a time when we are all asking questions about identity, grief, and how to
stand up for what is right, this book by the author of A Thousand Questions
will hit home with young readers who love Hena Khan and Varian Johnson-or anyone struggling to understand recent U.S. history and how it still affects
us today.
Yusuf Azeem has spent all his life in the small town of Frey, Texas--and
nearly that long waiting for the chance to participate in the regional robotics
competition, which he just knows he can win.
Only, this year is going to be more difficult than he thought. Because this
year is the twentieth anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, an anniversary
that has everyone in his Muslim community on edge.
With "Never Forget" banners everywhere and a hostile group of townspeople
protesting the new mosque, Yusuf realizes that the country's anger from two
decades ago hasn't gone away. Can he hold onto his joy--and his
friendships--in the face of heartache and prejudice?

